The second generation of the Radar Open Systems Architecture has been developed and put into practice. 
An OS has several salient characteristics:
• It is generally a complex system that is made more manageable by breaking it down into subsystems, and
• further into components.
The smaller parts of the OS interact with each other in a predictable fashion that involves inter-component interfaces that are well-defined and published without reservation. This approach allows individual parts, i.e., subsystems or components, to be replaced without affecting the remainder of the system as long as replacement pieces conform to the published interoperability behavior and interfaces. The decomposition of the problem described herein has major benefits:
• The sub-problems associated with the development of the parts become more manageable as fewer engineers and developers need to work on any given part.
•
The parts are more easily tested, and multi-level testing (unit, component, integration, validation) are easily carried out.
Individual parts may be replaced by other like-function parts that share the proper behavior and interfaces. This factor allows the integrating entity of an OS to be a different entity than those that may have developed the individual sub-systems or components, thus breaking down barr iers to competition within a system development environment.
The openness of a system is determined largely by the level to which parts are described with respect to their signature radars at a test range [1] , and unique radars at a space surveillance facility, among many others. A surveillance radar system has been developed with a wide latitude of configurable features. An optical system back-end has been developed as well. This shares some components with radar systems. ROSA has been used to develop a benchtop demonstration phased array radar system complete with multifunction scheduler capability and phased array pulse level simulator.
ROSA supports the open system model by decomposing a radar processing and control system into functional building blocks constructed using COTS hardware and modular software. This decomposition provides loosely-coupled operational sub-system components that, when tied together using well-defined interfaces, form a complete radar-processing and radar-control system. Building blocks can be easily added or modified to allow new technology insertion, with minimal impact on the other elements of the radar system.
More importantly, existing radar building blocks can be shared and used to create new radars or to modernize existing systems. This modular OS architecture has led to improvements in time-to-market, reduced cost, and increased commonality .
SUMMARY
The ROSA II architecture is a publish-subscribe approach to data distribution. Components that need published data listen in on named data topics for the data that they need. The components subscribe to input data, and publish output data, as well as status information on a status topic, and receive control information on a control topic. Components linked in these publish-subscribe chains usually (but not always, and not of necessity) communicate in a one-to-many approach.
The components interact with the communications layers through an isolation layer. The isolation layer allows for a common component API that is not dependent upon the particular middleware in use. This prevents the need for "mandating" a particular middleware or set of middle wares.
The reason for avoiding this is that middleware technology is always being improved and refined, and it would be unwise to lock into a particular solution. Also middlewares are often specialized for particular purposes, so that the 20 isolation layers allow more than one specialized middleware to be implemented in the system as appropriate, without need for any changes in the application components.
With ROSA II, Lincoln Laboratory has the architecture, design, and reference implementations for the system, the middleware, and components suitable for use in radar systems, optical control systems, and other device control domains. A number of projects are making use of ROSA II going forward.
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